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Abstrat. Formal tehniques have been shown to be useful in the de-
velopment of orret software. But the level of expertise required of pra-
titioners of these tehniques prohibits their widespread adoption. Formal
tehniques need to be tailored to the ommerial software developer. Al-
loy is a lightweight speiation language supported by the Alloy Ana-
lyzer (AA), a tool based on o-the-shelf SAT tehnology. The tool allows
a user to hek interatively whether given properties are onsistent or
valid with respet to a high-level speiation, providing an environ-
ment in whih the orretness of suh a speiation may be established.
However, Alloy is not partiularly suited to expressing program spei-
ations and the feedbak provided by AA an be misleading where the
speiation under analysis or the property being heked ontains in-
onsistenies. In this paper, we address these two shortomings. Firstly,
we present a lightweight language alled Loy, tailored to the speiation
of objet-oriented programs. An enoding of Loy into Alloy is provided
so that AA an be used for automated analysis of Loy program spe-
iations. Seondly, we present some patterns of analysis that guide a
developer through the analysis of a Loy speiation in order to establish
its orretness before implementation.
1 Introdution
Sine the late 60s and the presentation of a logi for programs [7,8℄, a large eld
of Computer Siene researh has been onerned with the appliation of formal
tehniques to software development in order to provide some guarantee that the
software will behave as expeted [1℄. Commerial pressure to produe higher-
quality software is always inreasing [6,4℄. But despite the onsiderable advanes
made in this area from a researh point of view, very few of these tehniques are
applied today in industry. On the whole, a ombination of the level of exper-
tise required of pratitioners of these tehniques and the apparent extra osts
they impose on software development have made their adoption ommerially
prohibitive. Software developers favour so-alled lightweight tehniques that pro-
vide more immediate returns and that sit more omfortably with the ativity of
implementation [11℄.
Several lightweight speiation languages supported by an array of tools
have been proposed. For example, JML [15℄ and Spe♯ [2℄ allow implementers to
annotate soure les with formal speiations. These speiations an be used
by tools to hek the orretness of an implementation, statially or at runtime
[3,2℄. Suh tools are partiularly suited to athing null-pointer and index-out-
of-bounds exeptions or violations of invariants and method speiations in an
implementation. However, they do not support a diret hek of the onsisteny
of a speiation and inonsisteny sometimes beomes manifest only through
the unexpeted results of analysis. For example, ESC/Java2, a tool that stati-
ally heks a Java implementation against a JML speiation, will always pass
a method body when heking it against its speiation if the preondition of
the method is unsatisable, sine the tool does not hek the bodies of methods
that do not satisfy their preondition. To avoid misleading results and, of ourse,
sine an inonsistent speiation has no possible implementation, a developer
should be able to establish the onsisteny of a speiation before implementa-
tion is attempted.
Alloy [9℄, another lightweight speiation language, is supported by the
Alloy Analyzer (AA) [10℄, a tool based on o-the-shelf SAT tehnology. The
tool allows a user to hek whether given properties are onsistent or valid with
respet to a speiation, providing an environment in whih the orretness
of a speiation may be established. However, the environment has two short-
omings for the software developer: Alloy is not speially suited to expressing
program speiations and feedbak from AA an be misleading when the spe-
iation under analysis or property being heked ontains inonsistenies.
Firstly, Alloy does not have an impliit onept of state. For example, a rela-
tion between the before and after value of a eld f in a JML method speiation
an be speied in terms of a relation between the variables \old(f) and f. But
Alloy has no omparable impliit means to denote the before and after value of a
eld. In Alloy, this relation would have to be expressed by expliitly onstruting
the neessary onstraints between two intrinsially unrelated variables f and f
′
,
say. In pratie, speifying these extra onstraints is a ompliated task and an
lead to an overly luttered speiation.
Seondly, feedbak from AA an be misleading when the speiation un-
der analysis or the property being heked ontain inonsistenies. If a user of
the tool is unaware of an existing inonsisteny, aepting suh feedbak at fae
value an lead to further error. For example, onsider the small Alloy speia-
tion shown below.
sig Projet { }
sig Employee { projet : Projet }
sig Pool extends Employee { } { no projet }
fat { some Pool }
The speiation represents a senario in whih employees are assigned projets
and some employees belong to a pool. Employees belonging to the pool have
no assigned projet. However, there is an inonsisteny. The Alloy delaration
projet : Projet indiates that eah employee has a projet but employees be-
longing to the pool are speied to have no projet. Sine there must be at
least one employee in the pool (beause of the onstraint imposed by the fat
paragraph) the speiation is unsatisable. Now, if AA were asked whether or
not some property were onsistent with the speiation, suh as whether there
ould be some employees not in the pool 
pred PropertyTest () { some e : Employee | e not in Pool }
 the tool would be unable to instantiate a model of the speiation that satis-
es this property beause it is unable to instantiate a model of the speiation
itself. But AA simply suggests that the property may be inonsistent. If a user
has no reason to suspet the fault of the speiation, not realising that noth-
ing is onsistent with it, the tested property will be rejeted. In short, simply
informing a user that a model annot be found, without warning of possible
mis-speiation, is not adequate feedbak.
This paper addresses these two shortomings. We present a lightweight lan-
guage alled Loy, tailored to the speiation of objet-oriented programs. In
partiular, Loy allows the speiation of before and after state values of elds
in method speiations. We implement analysis support for this language by
enoding Loy speiations into Alloy, invoking AA on the enodings and feeding
bak results in terms of the original Loy speiation. But, most importantly,
we show how the heking of speiations written in this language an be sup-
ported by patterns of analysis that guide speiers in questioning feedbak from
AA. Setion 2 gives an overview of how AA heks an Alloy speiation. Se-
tion 3 introdues the language Loy. Setion 4 presents patterns of analysis for
Loy speiations and Setion 5 disusses an enoding of Loy into Alloy that
allows automation of the patterns to be implemented on top of AA. Setion 6
disusses related work and Setion 7 onludes.
2 The Alloy Analyzer
An Alloy speiation onsists of a set of signature paragraphs, a set of fat
paragraphs, a set of prediate paragraphs, a set of assert paragraphs and a set of
funtion paragraphs. A signature paragraph delares a type and ontains a set
of eld delarations for instanes of that type. Semantially, a type is treated
as a set, or domain, and its instanes as the elements of that domain. A eld
is treated as a relation between domains. The onstraints introdued impliitly
by the signature delarations together with the onstraints enlosed by the fat
paragraphs onstitute a set of ore onstraints, whih are expeted to be satised
by all models of the speiation. Prediate paragraphs enlose a set of formulae
that an be tested for onsisteny with respet to a speiation and assert
paragraphs enlose a set of formulae that an be tested for validity with respet to
a speiation. Funtion paragraphs are essentially maro-expanded expressions
and not relevant to the onsiderations of satisability in this paper. They are
therefore not disussed further.
A binding is a funtion that maps variables of the speiation aording
to their types to elements of the domains delared by the signature paragraphs.
The semantis of a speiation an be given by a set {C,P1, . . . , Pn, A1, . . . , Am}
where C is a set of bindings assoiated with the ore onstraints, Pi is a set of
bindings assoiated with the onstraints of a prediate paragraph i and Aj is a
set of bindings assoiated with the onstraints of an assert paragraph j. For a
set of onstraints c, ϑ  c means that binding ϑ satises the onstraints of c.
Denition 1 (Bindings for the ore onstraints) Let γ be the set of ore
onstraints. C = {ϑ | ϑ  γ} is the set of bindings assoiated with the on-
straints of γ. The bindings of C bind variables of the speiation suh that the
onstraints of γ are satised.
The onstraints of a prediate paragraph are expeted to be onsistent with
respet to the ore onstraints. The bindings of Pi are those bindings that sat-
isfy the ore onstraints and the onstraints of prediate paragraph i of the
speiation.
Denition 2 (Bindings for a prediate paragraph) Let γ be the set of ore
onstraints and let i be a prediate paragraph. Pi = {ϑ | ϑ  γ ∧ i} is a set of
bindings that bind variables of the speiation and the variables of i (inluding
the parameters of i) suh that the onstraints of γ and i are satised.
The onstraints of an assert paragraph are expeted to be valid with respet
to the ore onstraints. That is, there should be no binding that satises the
ore onstraints but not the onstraints of an assert paragraph. The bindings of
Aj are those bindings that satisfy the ore onstraints but not the onstraints
of assert paragraph j of the speiation. Aj is expeted to be the empty set.
Denition 3 (Bindings for an assert paragraph) Let γ be the set of ore
onstraints and let j be an assert paragraph. Aj = {ϑ | ϑ  γ ∧ ¬j} is a set of
bindings that bind variables of the speiation and the variables of j suh that
the onstraints of γ and ¬j are satised.
In pratie, AA searhes for a model of a speiation within a given sope.
That is, given a sope of 3, the tool searhes for a model that satises a set
of onstraints suh that there are at most three instanes of eah type in the
model. Therefore, when the tool fails to nd a model it may be beause the
speiation is not satisable within the given sope, not that it is inonsistent
in itself. However, the sope problem is orthogonal to the shortoming addressed
in this paper and it is assumed in this paper that AA never fails to nd a model
beause of an insuiently large sope.
3 Loy
Loy is a lightweight formal speiation language for objet-oriented programs.
Its syntax is text-based and borrows keywords from ommon objet-oriented
program speiation languages and its semantis is based on ommon no-
tions of invariant and method speiation [15℄. Loy supports the speiation
of lass interfaes within a single-inheritane hierarhy and inludes the no-
tions of sublass and subtype. Variables delared in a lass speiation are
abstrat speiation variables [5℄ and methods are speied with preondi-
tions, postonditions and frame onditions in a design-by-ontrat manner [19℄.
Loy also inludes depends lauses to allow sound modular speiation of the
frame onditions [21℄. The syntax of a Loy speiation is given in Figure 1
(c, v, m and φ respetively denote a lass name, a variable name, a method
name and set of rst-order formulae; token+ denotes one or more instanes of
token and [ token ℄ denotes zero or one instanes of token). The main on-
struts of Loy are introdued below through three example lass speiations.
Æspe ::= Ælass+ speiation
Æspe ::= lass c1 ext c2 Æbody Æmspe+ lass speiation
Æbody ::= Æde+ Ædep+ Æinv+ lass body
Æde ::= v : c eld delaration
Ædep ::= depends v1 <- v2 . . . vn depends lause
Æinv ::= invariant φI invariant
Æmspe ::= [ c ℄ m Æde+ [ Æpre ℄ [ Æpost ℄ [ Æmod ℄ method speiation
Æpre ::= requires φP + preondition
Æpost ::= ensures φQ + postondition
Æmod ::= modifies v1 . . . vn frame ondition
Fig. 1. Abstrat syntax for a Loy speiation
Example 1. (Projet.loy)
lass Projet {
manager : Manager
invariant some manager
}
Example 2. (Employee.loy)
lass Employee {
projet : Projet
invariant no projet.manager
assign (p : Projet)
requires no projet
ensures projet' = p
modifies projet
}
Example 3. (ManagedEmployee.loy)
lass ManagedEmployee ext Employee {
manager : Manager
depends manager <- projet
assign (p : Projet)
requires no projet
ensures projet' = p
ensures manager' = p.manager
modifies projet
}
The above lass speiations desribe aspets of a relationship between
employees, projets and managers (the speiation for the lass Manager is
not shown). A lass Projet (Example 1) has a eld manager of type Man-
ager that represents the manager of the projet and an invariant that speies
that manager must not be null (some manager). The delarations and invari-
ants onstitute the ore onstraints of a Loy speiation. Formulae are written
in a rst-order logi that inludes the logial onnetives and, or, implies, not,
the quantiers all and exists and the Alloy keywords no and some to speify
that a set is empty and nonempty, respetively. A lass Employee (Example 2)
has a eld projet of type Projet and an invariant that states that the em-
ployee's projet has no manager (no projet.manager). A method assign, whih
takes a parameter of type Projet, is speied: an employee an be assigned to
a projet only if no projet has been assigned already. This onstraint (given
by the requires lauses) is the preondition of the method. The postondition
of the method (given by the ensures lause) simply states that the projet p is
assigned to the eld projet in the after state of the method. A eld referene
with a prime (e.g. projet
′
) denotes the value of the eld in the after state of
a method. Field referenes appearing in method speiations without a prime
denote values in the before state. The frame ondition of the method (given by
the modies lause) states that only the value of the eld projet may be aeted
by an invoation of assign.
Employee is extended by a lassManagedEmployee (Example 3), whih adds
a eld manager of type Manager to the eld projet inherited from Employee.
However, the speiation for assign is not inherited but overridden. The post-
ondition of the method is strengthened and the preondition and frame ondi-
tion are unhanged. The postondition now states that projet p is assigned to
projet and the manager p.manager is assigned to manager in the after state of
the method. The depends lause states that when the eld projet hanges value,
the eld manager may also hange value. Thus, the overriding version of assign
may hange the value of manager and yet have an equivalent frame ondition
to the overridden method, as the behavioural subtype relation requires [17℄.
Loy borrows features from both Alloy and JML. From Alloy it takes its
rst-order relational logi and from JML it takes its modular objet-oriented
speiation struture. But, unlike Alloy, the onept of state in a Loy spei-
ation is semantially impliit and the syntati onstruts of the language are
tailored to the speiation of objet-oriented programs. For example, we an
simply denote the before and after state value of the eld manager by writing
manager and manager
′
. Further, mathematial onstruts impliit in the dela-
rations of Alloy elds do not appear in Loy, whih requires all onstraints to be
expressed expliitly as invariants. This allows the onsisteny of these onstraints
to be more easily heked against the trivially satisable eld delarations and
depends lauses. For example, a eld f in Alloy might be delared as f : F or f
: lone F, indiating that f is nonempty or possibly empty, respetively. We an
express that a eld f is nonempty in Loy with the invariant some f. Similarly,
while Loy allows only delarations of the form f : F and f : set F, Alloy allows
binary relation types (f : F -> G) and set expression types (f : F + G, for
union; f : F - G, for dierene; and f : F & G, for intersetion). In Loy, suh
onstruts may be represented expliitly with user-dened data types. Finally,
unlike JML, Loy speiations do not delare program variables. All variables of
a Loy speiation are abstrat and no means of relating abstrat variables to
program variables is provided (.f. represents lauses in JML [15℄ and Spe♯ [2℄).
This avoids the sometimes onfusing distintion between abstrat and program
variables in a speiation and the need to delare program variables with one
aess modier for the implementation and another for the speiation (.f. the
spe_publi aess modier in JML [15℄).
Loy speiations an be analysed using AA through an enoding of Loy
into Alloy, presented in Setion 5. For example, the satisability of the spei-
ation of the method assign in Employee an be heked using AA by heking
whether the Alloy enoding of the onjuntion of the preondition, postondition
and frame ondition is onsistent with respet to the ore onstraints. The tool
searhes for a model of the speiation that satises this onjuntion and, failing
to nd one, suggests that the speiation of the method may be inonsistent.
What is wrong with the speiation of assign? Of ourse, nothing is wrong with
the speiation of the method: the inonsisteny lies in the speiation of the
invariants of the lasses Projet and Employee. The invariant for Projet states
that there must be a manager while the invariant for Employee states that its
projet has no manager. No model that satises the above property is found be-
ause there is no model that satises the speiation of Projet and Employee.
But AA does not point a user in this diretion.
4 Patterns of Analysis
This Setion presents some patterns of analysis  one for eah of the logial
onnetives and quantiers of Loy  that may be applied to Loy speiations
and automated with AA to address the shortoming illustrated above. The pat-
terns are presented in Figures 27 as deision trees in whih a non-terminal node
represents a satisability query submitted to AA with respet to a given spei-
ation. Note that it is only neessary to onsider satisability queries beause
validity of a formula A is handled by heking the satisability of ¬A. If there
is no model of the speiation that satises ¬A the tool informs the user that
A is possibly valid.
It is assumed that the onsisteny of the ore onstraints of a speiation is
established before heking other properties, suh as the orretness of method
speiations. The onsisteny of the ore onstraints of a speiation are there-
fore heked rst by heking their onsisteny with ⊤. If the ore onstraints of
a speiation are inonsistent, further investigation is arried out by applying
the patterns to eah invariant in turn, heking its onsisteny with respet to
the delarations of the speiation and in onjuntion with the other invariants.
Given a speiation S, SAT(A)T represents a query that asks whether there
is a model of the ore onstraints of S that satises A, where any free variables
in A are bound aording to the type information held in the set T . At the start
of an appliation of the patterns, T is empty but the patterns for universal and
existential quantiation (Figures 6 and 7) strip o the outer quantier leaving
the bound variable free. For example, if the pattern for universal quantiation
is applied to the formula ∀ x ∈ X · A(x), the quantiation ∀ x ∈ X is stripped
o before applying the pattern for A(x) and the information that x is of type
X is reorded in T . It is also assumed that the delarations of a speiation
provide ontextual information for the speiation variables in A. For example,
heking whether the preondition of assign (i.e. no projets) is satisable, in-
volves heking whether there is an instane of Employee, e say, suh that no
e.projets is satised. The information that projets is a eld of Employee omes
from the delarations of the speiation under analysis.
From a non-terminal node, the left branh indiates that the formula is sat-
isable and the right branh indiates that the formula is unsatisable. Terminal
nodes represent one of two possible outomes:
 warning signals that the formula of the root node may be vauously sat-
isable or vauously unsatisable and the feedbak to the original query is
possibly misleading;
 apply(A)T indiates that the pattern for formula A should be applied where
further diagnosis is required (T arries type details for free variables in A).
A question annotating a terminal node (e.g. Q: Why is A valid? ) gives the user a
ontext for the further appliation of patterns. Feedbak from eah query along
a path through the patterns is noted, so that as muh diagnosti information as
possible is gathered for the original query. AA provides instantiations of a spe-
iation eah time a query is satisable, i.e. eah left branh of a tree produes
an assignment for the variables of the speiation and the queried formula.
Atomi expressions. An atomi expression is one of the two base ases
(the other being the issue of a warning) in the appliation of a pattern. An
atomi expression in Loy is a well-formed boolean expression that ontains no
logial onnetive. If we hek the satisability of an atomi expression with AA
we will be provided with an instantiation of the speiation that satises the
atomi expression, if the expression is satisable, and nothing if the expression
is unsatisable. As long as the ore onstraints of the speiation are onsistent
there is little sope for vauity in the feedbak to suh a query. But whether an
atomi expression is unsatisable, valid or neither an be disovered by testing
the negation of the expression. For example, if p is satisable and ¬p is unsatis-
able, then p is valid.
Pattern 1: Negation. (Figure 2.) The pattern for negation allows the val-
idity of a formula to be queried by heking whether the negation of the formula
is satisable. For example, to hek whether A is valid, the satisability of ¬A is
heked. If ¬A is satisable, A is not valid. But ¬A may be vauously satisable,
so the satisability of A should be heked by applying the pattern for A. On
the other hand, if ¬A is unsatisable, A is valid. But the validity of A an be
further investigated by applying its pattern.
← yes SAT (¬A)T no →
apply(A)T Q: Why is A valid?
apply(A)T
Fig. 2. Pattern 1: Negation
Pattern 2: Conjuntion. (Figure 3.) The pattern for onjuntion deom-
poses a formula into its onjunts to identify either whether the formula is va-
uously satisable or, if it is unsatisable, whih onjunts ontain inonsisten-
ies. For example, when heking the onsisteny of a method speiation, the
onjuntion of the preondition, postondition and frame ondition is heked
against the ore onstraints. Here, applying this pattern ould unover a vau-
ously satisable (and hene useless) postondition or identify whih part of the
method speiation ontains an inonsisteny. The pattern is applied by hek-
ing the satisability of a onjuntion A1 ∧ . . .∧An. If A1 ∧ . . .∧An is satisable,
eah onjunt is satisable. But A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An may be vauously satisable,
so the pattern for eah onjunt Ai is applied sine, if Ai is vauously satis-
able, so is A1 ∧ . . . ∧An. On the other hand, if A1 ∧ . . . ∧An is unsatisable, at
least one onjunt is unsatisable. Whih onjunt or onjunts are unsatisable
ould be established by applying the patterns for all ombinations of onjunt
Ai ∧ . . . ∧ Aj , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.
← yes SAT (A1 ∧ . . . ∧An)T no →
Q: Is Ai vauously satisable?
apply(Ai)T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Q: Why is A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An unsatisable?
apply(Ai ∧ . . . ∧Aj)T , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n
Fig. 3. Pattern 2: Conjuntion
Pattern 3: Disjuntion. (Figure 4). The pattern for disjuntion deom-
poses a formula into its disjunts to identify either whether the formula is vau-
ously satisable or, if it is unsatisable, why all disjunts are unsatisable. The
pattern is applied by heking the satisability of a disjuntion A1 ∨ . . . ∨ An.
If A1 ∨ . . . ∨ An is satisable, at least one disjunt is satisable. But, as for
Pattern 2, it is established whether A1 ∨ . . . ∨ An is vauously satisable by
applying the pattern for eah disjunt Ai sine, if Ai is vauously satisable, so
is A1∨ . . .∨An. On the other hand, if A1∨ . . .∨An is unsatisable, no disjunt is
satisable. The pattern for eah Ai is applied to investigate its unsatisability.
← yes SAT (A1 ∨ . . . ∨An)T no →
Q: Is Ai vauously satisable?
apply(Ai)T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Q: Why is A1 ∨ . . . ∨ An unsatisable?
apply(Ai)T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Fig. 4. Pattern 3: Disjuntion
Pattern 4: Impliation. (Figure 5.) The pattern for impliation exposes
whether or not an impliation is vauously satisable beause of an unsatis-
able anteedent or valid onsequent. For example, if A is the preondition for a
method and B the postondition, we might ask whether A ⇒ B for all models
of the speiation. If the preondition is unsatisable the tool will suggest that
A⇒ B may be valid beause it annot satisfy ¬(A⇒ B). The pattern is applied
by heking the satisability of an impliation A ⇒ B. If A ⇒ B is satisable,
the satisability of both A and ¬B is heked. If either A or ¬B is unsatisable,
A⇒ B is vauously satised and a warning is issued. Otherwise, the subformulae
A and B may be further investigated by applying their patterns. On the other
hand, if A ⇒ B is unsatisable, A must be valid and B must be unsatisable.
Again, the subformulae may be investigated further by applying their patterns.
← yes SAT(A⇒ B)T no →
SAT(A)T , SAT(¬B)T
apply(A)T , apply(B)T warning
Q: Why is A valid?
apply(A)T ,
Q: Why is B unsatisable?
apply(B)T
Fig. 5. Pattern 4: Impliation
Pattern 5: Universal Quantiation. (Figure 6.) Sine the logi of Loy
(and Alloy) is sorted, a universally quantied formula may be vauously satis-
able beause the domain ranged over by the quantier is empty. For example,
if a lass speiation C is inonsistent, then the formula ∀ c ∈ C · A will be
vauously satised beause C is unsatisable and hene there are no instanes
c. The pattern is applied by heking the satisability of a universally quantied
formula ∀ x ∈ X · A. If ∀ x ∈ X · A is satisable, the domain X is heked to
see if it is empty. If it is, a warning is issued beause ∀ x ∈ X · A is vauously
satisable. If the domain is not empty, the satisability of A for all x ∈ X is
heked by applying the pattern for A(x) for an arbitrary x (adding the binding
〈x,X〉 to T ). On the other hand, if ∀ x ∈ X · A is unsatisable, it should be
established for what assignments to x A is unsatised. ¬A is satised for at least
one value of x but its satisability is heked (adding the binding 〈x,X〉 to T )
simply to aquire a model of the speiation that ontains a ounterexample to
∀ x ∈ X ·A. The satisability of A for any assignment to x an be investigated
further by applying the pattern for A (adding the binding 〈x,X〉 to T ).
Pattern 6: Existential Quantiation. (See Figure 7.) An existentially
quantied formula may be vauously unsatisable beause the domain ranged
over by the quantier is empty. For example, similarly to the pattern for universal
quantiation, if a lass speiation C is inonsistent, then the formula ∃ c ∈
C · A will be vauously unsatised beause C is unsatisable and hene there
are no instanes c. The pattern is applied by heking the satisability of an
existentially quantied formula ∃ x ∈ X · A. If ∃ x ∈ X · A is satisable, it is
investigated whetherA is vauously satisable for an assignment to x by applying
the pattern for A(x) for an arbitrary x (adding the binding 〈x,X〉 to T ). On the
← yes SAT(∀ x ∈ X · A)T no →
X 6= {}
Q: Is A(x) vauously satisable?
apply(A)〈x,X〉∪T
warning
SAT(¬A)〈x,X〉∪T
|
|
Q: Is A(x) satisable?
apply(A)〈x,X〉∪T
Fig. 6. Pattern 5: Universal Quantiation
other hand, if ∃ x ∈ X ·A is unsatisable, the domain X is heked to see if it is
empty. If it is, a warning is issued beause ∃ x ∈ X ·A is vauously unsatisable.
If the domain is not empty, the satisability of A for all assignments to x is
heked by applying the pattern for A (adding the binding 〈x,X〉 to T ).
← yes SAT(∃ x ∈ X · A)T no →
Q: Is A(x) vauously satisable?
apply(A)〈x,X〉∪T
X 6= {}
Q: Why is A(x) unsatisable?
apply(A)〈x,X〉∪T
warning
Fig. 7. Pattern 6: Existential Quantiation
Examples. This Setion ends with two examples. Let S be a speiation,
p, q and r be atomi expressions and C be a onsistent lass speiation in
S (i.e. C is a nonempty domain when used as a logial sort). Let the formula
∀ c : C · P (c) =⇒ (Q(c) ∨ R(c)) be an invariant of C. With respet to a
speiation S, P (c) is unsatisable, Q(c) is valid and R(c) is satised in some
models of S and unsatised in others. The formula is satisable beause C is
onsistent but it should be established whether or not it is vauously satisable.
Appliation of the pattern for this formula follows the path shown below.
Pattern 5  Universal quantiation.
∀ c : C · P (c) ⇒ (Q(c) ∨ R(c)) .. satisable
|
C 6= {} .. satisable
|
Pattern 4  Impliation.
P (c) ⇒ (Q(c) ∨ R(c)) .. satisable, 〈c, C〉
|
P (c) .. unsatisable, 〈c, C〉
|
warning (unsatisable anteedent)
The invariant of C is entailed by the speiation simply beause P (c) is unsat-
isable. But if, in fat, P (c) was wrongly assumed to be satised in some models
of S, the original feedbak from AA, whih simply suggested the property may
be valid, would be inadequate.
To give an applied example, the patterns an be used to question the feed-
bak given when heking the satisability of the speiation of the method
assign in the lass speiation for Employee (see Example 2, Setion 3). The
satisability of the method speiation is heked by heking the satisability
of the preondition, postondition and frame ondition with respet to the lass
speiations for Employee and Projet, whih is the type of the parameter p.
For brevity, let P ∧Q ∧R denote the onjuntion of the preondition, poston-
dition and frame ondition. The appliation of the pattern for this formula (the
pattern for existential quantiation) follows the short path shown below, whih
terminates with a warning that the formula is vauously unsatisable.
Pattern 6  Existential quantiation.
∃ e : Employee ∃ p : Project · P ∧Q ∧R .. unsatisable
|
Employee 6= {} .. unsatisable
|
warning (speiation for Employee is unsatisable)
The domain Employee is empty beause the speiation of Employee ontains
an inonsisteny and annot be instantiated. However, the lash between the
two invariants is noted and the invariant for Projet is removed. The query is
run a seond time and AA suggests that the property is onsistent and provides
an instantiation of the speiation and an assignment to the variables e and p.
5 Enoding Loy in Alloy
This Setion illustrates the enoding of Loy in Alloy. The enoding both gives
Loy a semantis and allows automation of the patterns to be implemented on
top of AA. We dene the enoding of Loy in Alloy through the enoding funtion
τν : L
Loy
→ L
Alloy
that maps a Loy speiation to an Alloy speiation suh that the models of
a Loy speiation are the models of that speiation enoded in Alloy. That
is, for a Loy speiation s, mod (s) = mod (τν (s)). The meaning of a Loy
speiation is thus the meaning of the Alloy speiation that enodes it. The
formal denition of the enoding funtion is omitted from this paper but the
main features of the enoding are introdued below using the enodings of Emp-
loyee and ManagedEmployee. All enodings are generated automatially.
A Loy lass speiation is enoded as an Alloy signature paragraph and set
of prediate paragraphs, one for eah invariant, preondition, postondition and
frame ondition of the lass speiation. The enoding of the eld delaration
and depends lause of ManagedEmployee (see Example 3) is shown below.
sig ManagedEmployee extends { manager : lone Manager } {
// depends manager <- projet
idxOf (fields, manager) -> idxOf (fields, projet) in depends
# depends = 1
}
fat ManagedEmployee_fieldtable {
let idx0 = Ord_/Ord.first, idx1 = Ord_/next (idx0) {
all o : ManagedEmployee {
at (o.fields, idx0) = o.manager
at (o.fields, idx1) = o.projet
}}}
The eld delaration of the lass speiation is enoded as a eld delaration
of the signature paragraph. For example, the delaration manager : Manager in
the Loy speiation beomes the delaration manager : lone Manager in a sig-
nature paragraph ManagedEmployee. The modier lone indiates that the eld
projets may be empty, apturing the default semantis of the Loy delaration.
Every signature that enodes a lass speiation inherits the elds elds and
depends from a root signature Obj, shown below.
sig Obj { fields : Seq [Obj℄, depends : SeqIdx -> SeqIdx }
The eld elds is a sequene representing the elds of the lass speiation
enoded by a signature that allows us to refer to the index of a eld, i.e. the
loation of a eld in a lass rather than its value for a partiular instane. The
fat paragraph ManagedEmployee_eldtable represents the eld table (an Alloy
sequene) for ManagedEmployee. The eld depends is a binary relation that rep-
resents the depends relation of the lass speiation enoded by a signature. A
depends lause is enoded as a onstraint that speies that depends ontains
pairings of the eld on the left of the arrow with eah of the elds on the right.
For example, depends manager <- projet is enoded as the onstraint that the
index of manager and the index of projet are a pair in the depends eld of
ManagedEmployee. Further, sine it is known that no lass speiation extends
ManagedEmployee for this enoding and, therefore, that the depends relation
will not be added to, its ardinality is delared to be 1 (# depends = 1 ) to
prevent erroneous extra pairs being inserted by AA during analysis.
An invariant of a lass speiation is enoded as a prediate paragraph on-
taining a formula that applies the invariant to all instanes of the signature that
enodes the lass speiation. For example, ManagedEmployee inherits from
Employee the invariant no projet.manager (see Example 2), whih is enoded
as the prediate paragraph shown below.
pred Employee_I () { all x : Employee | no x.projet.manager }
Enoding an invariant as a prediate paragraph allows analyses of a speiation
to be arried out with and without the invariant present. Speially, this allows
us to hek the onsisteny of the invariant itself with respet to the rest of a
speiation.
To represent the onept of state impliit in a Loy speiation the signa-
ture paragraphs Id and State are reated. The Id and State signatures for the
enoding of our example speiation are shown below.
sig Id { }
sig State {
manager : Id lone -> lone Manager,
projet : Id lone -> lone Projet,
employee : Id lone -> lone Employee,
managedEmployee : Id lone -> lone ManagedEmployee
}
The elds of the signature State are partial mappings from a set of referenes
(Id) to sets of instanes of the signatures that enode the lass speiations.
These mappings represent persistant referenes to instanes of a lass spei-
ation aross states. For example, given two states, s and s
′
, and an Id, i, we
an refer to an instane of ManagedEmployee in s and s
′
, respetively, with
the expressions s.managedEmployee[i℄ and s
′
.managedEmployee[i℄ where i pro-
vides a referene to an instane aross states. Stritly, s.managedEmployee[i℄ and
s
′
.managedEmployee[i℄ denote dierent instanes of the Alloy signature Man-
agedEmployee that represent (possibly) dierent values of a single instane of
the Loy lass speiation ManagedEmployee.
A method speiation is enoded as three prediate paragraphs, one eah
for the preondition (given a P sux), postondition (given a Q sux) and
frame ondition (given an F sux). The enoding of the method speiation
for assign in ManagedEmployee is shown below.
pred ManagedEmployee_assign_P (i : Id, s0 : State, p : Projet) {
no s0.managedEmployee[i℄.projet
}
pred ManagedEmployee_assign_Q (i : Id, s0, s1 : State, p : Projet) {
s1.managedEmployee[i℄.projet = p
s1.managedEmployee[i℄.manager = p.manager
}
pred ManagedEmployee_assign_F (i : Id, s0, s1 : State, p : Projet) {
let o = s0.managedEmployee[i℄, o' = s1.managedEmployee[i℄ {
all k : Seq/SeqIdx {
at (o.fields, k) = at (o'.fields, k) ||
k = idxOf (o.fields, o.projet)
}
all x : ID {
s1.managedEmployee[x℄ = s0.managedEmployee[x℄ || x = i
s1.manager[x℄ = s0.manager[x℄
s1.projet[x℄ = s0.projet[x℄
s1.employee[x℄ = s0.employee[x℄
}}}
Speial parameters representing a referene (i) and before and after states (s0
and s1 ) are added to the parameter p of assign. Unprimed and primed variables
of the Loy speiation, respetively denoting before and after state values, are
then enoded as expressions that refer to instanes of a signature relative to s0
or s1 through the persistent referene i. For example, projet and projet
′
are
enoded as s0.managedEmployee[i℄.projet and s1.managedEmployee[i℄.projet.
A frame ondition is onstruted from a modies lause. The mappings rep-
resented by the elds of s0 and s1 are speied to be the same exept possibly
where a eld appears in the modies lause, permitting the method to alter its
value. The after state has to be onstruted from the before state expliitly. Con-
sider the variable expression v1 · . . . ·vn. If this expression appears in the modies
lause of a method speiation, an invoation of the method is permitted to
hange the value of vn. But, beause of the value semantis of Alloy, if the value
of vi hanges (for 1 < i ≤ n), then the value of vi−1 must also be updated. Fur-
ther, for eah vi, the elds that are not permitted to hange must be onstrained
to have the same value in s0 and s1. Finally, the values of the elds of s1 are
onstrained: only the mappings for types of elds that are permitted to hange
may dier from those of s0. For example, sine assign only hanges the value of
its reeiver, whih is an instane of ManagedEmployee, only the mapping from
Id to ManagedEmployee may dier between s0 and s1.
The queries represented by the tree nodes in the patterns of analysis are
implemented as Alloy queries to AA. The formulae are enoded in Alloy and
wrapped in prediate paragraphs. The type information arried around in the
set T beomes the parameter delarations for this prediate paragraph. For ex-
ample, the query SAT(A⇒ B)〈x,X〉,〈y,Y 〉 is enoded as the Alloy prediate para-
graph
pred (x : X, y : Y) { A implies B }
and submitted to the tool as a onsisteny query. The feedbak from AA for
eah query is then interpreted by the user in terms of the Loy speiation
under analysis.
6 Related Work
Speiation animation suh as that supported by the ProB [16℄, Bogor [22℄ and
JML-TT-Animator [14℄ tools is a simple way to hek basi properties of spei-
ations, as inonsisteny may be aught quikly in the exploratory environment
provided by an animator. However, as with test-driven development the onus
is on the pratitioner to diret the testing in diretions that ath the errors.
AA enhaned by patterns of analysis removes muh of this onus and guides the
pratitioner through an exhaustive automated analysis of a speiation.
The Analysable Annotation Language (AAL) [13℄ is a notation that bor-
rows from both Alloy and JML and is designed to annotate Java programs with
JML-like speiations. An enoding of AAL in Alloy allows these speiations
to be heked by AA. However, AAL fouses more on the heking of an im-
plementation against a speiation and not on the preliminary analysis of the
speiation itself. Alternate enodings of state in Alloy are presented in [12℄,
whih enodes state in order to use Alloy to support software testing, and [18℄,
whih introdues VAlloy, an extension of Alloy that adds virtual funtions and
a simple state model to the language. However, neither enoding gives a full
treatment of speiations that handle frame onditions or depends lauses.
Finally, a translation from B AMN to Alloy is presented in [20℄. The B
toolset provides limited support for automatially disharging proof obligations
and many proofs have to be onstruted interatively. By omplementing a the-
orem prover with AA, using the latter to hek the onsisteny or validity of a
property before attempting a proof, valuable ondene that the property is in
fat provable is gained. Though this is another example of AA being invoked to
support speiation analysis, our approah addresses the need for a lightweight
tehnique that provides immediate returns to the software developer.
7 Conlusion
In order to make a lightweight formal tehnique even more attrative to om-
merial software developers, we have dened a lightweight formal objet-oriented
speiation language that is supported, through an enoding into Alloy, by AA.
We have also identied patterns of analysis that guide a developer through the
analysis of a speiation to establish its satisability before implementation.
We have presented the patterns in the ontext of AA but the patterns are
intended to be generally appliable in any analysis environment that depends on
querying properties for satisability with respet to a model. Automati gener-
ation of an Alloy enoding from a Loy speiation has been implemented but
a full implementation of the approah is still to be ompleted. The patterns will
be implemented on top of AA suh that a satisability query submitted to the
tool for a given formula will immediately invoke the pattern for that formula so
that misleading feedbak is never given.
A urrent limitation of this approah is the time it takes to run several
satisability queries in a row. Most desktop mahines take a ouple of minutes
to ompute a single pattern before feedbak is given, even for an Alloy enoding
of a ouple of hundred lines. One way to shorten omputation time would be to
ouple AA with a version ontrol system in order to keep trak of whih parts
of a speiation were known to be onsistent with eah other and then only
rehek the satisability of properties that have been aeted by editing sine
the last analysis. One an initial hek had been performed, this would greatly
redue the omputation that needed to be done in the appliation of eah pat-
tern. Further researh will also inlude a detailed study of the omplexity and
ompleteness of the analysis patterns proposed.
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